English
DIESEL ENGINE 1500RPM SDE
LR-R, A, B, M, N SERIES

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THE MACHINE
KEEP THIS MANUAL,
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IT INCLUDES IMPORTANT SAFETY

THANK YOU for purchasing the GENERGY diesel engine.
● Copyright for these instructions belongs to our company S&G España.
● Reproduction, transference and distribution of any manual content is
forbidden without written authorization from S&G España.
● “ GENERGY ” and “
” are, respectively, registered
trademark and logo of GENERGY products, owned by S&G España.
● S&G España reserves the right of modifying our products under the
GENERGY brand and reviewing the manual without prior consent.
● Use this manual as part of the generator. If you resell the generator, the
manual must be delivered along with the generator.
● This manual explains the correct form of operating the generator; please
read carefully before using the generator. Correct and safe operation will
ensure your safety and extend the life of the generator.
● S&G España is constantly innovating development of its GENERGY
products, in design as well as quality. Despite this being the most updated
version of the manual, the content of this manual may have slight differences
from the product.
● Contact your GENERGY distributor in case of any questions or doubts.

Preface
GENERGY brand multi-cylinder diesel engines are ideal power units for the
light vehicle, farming engine, small tractor, generator equipment and
engineering machinery.
Normal and reliable operation, and long service engine life not only depend on
the quality of manufacture, but also on the reasonable operation and proper
maintenance.
We provide detailed description and instructions for this engine so that the
operators may correctly manipulate it in the short term. This manual describes,
briefly, the usage of GENERGY diesel engines for operators, maintenance
workers and relevant personnel.
Since the construction of this engine has been subject to constant
improvement and development during production and operation, it is possible
that the engine supplied may somehow not be exactly similar to the one
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described here. Bear this in mind when reading this manual.

Dear user:
Acknowledgement for you to trust our brand GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N
series diesel engines, welcome to use the engine made to GENERGY
POWER PRODUCTS.
The operation and maintenance manual contains product structures,
performances, safety, operation, adjustment, maintenance information. For the
best use of the engine and your safety, we remind you reading this manual in
detail before use the engine.
In order to better understand the main contents in this manual, we set
some indicative symbol, which will remind you to notice the information during
operating engine.
GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N series diesel engines are all introduced in this
manual. This manual will not use specific engine model, simple call engines,
and give explanation for different structures.

Tips logo Involved, including security, operations and
other elements of the important information.

Warning symbol: warning information which involves
person-al injury property loss due to violation operation.

Fireproof symbol: warning information which involves
proper-ty loss due to fire caused by incorrect operation.

Maintenance symbol: warning information which involves
correct operation and maintenance.

GENERGY POWER PRODUCTS
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Chapter 1

1

Brief Introduction

Product’s Introduction

GENERGY Diesel Engine is based on technology transfer from Ricardo
Consulting Engineers, the GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N series diesel engines are
new, high speed, middle power, energy-saving engines developed to GENERGY.
Based on in-line ,water-cooled, four-stroke ,direct-injection construction, the
engines of 4,6 cylinders have natural -aspirated , turbo -charged and turbo
-charged with intercooler versions with bore diameter of 100,105,108,110 and
112mm and stroke of 120,125 and 135mm.The power ranges from 33 to 182kW
at the range from 1500 r/min to 2800r/min.
Based on good low temperature starting performance, the engine could
easily be started without any assistance when the temperature is not below
-1O°C; and it could be started easily at -40°C by using preheating measures. The
engine can continuously run at the following conditions: vertical inclination 20° ,
horizontal inclination 15°, -40°C to +50°C ambient temperature. The engine can
install some PTO (power take -off) devices, and can output full or part of the
power from front end of the crankshaft so as to meet different requirements.
The altitude type turbo-charged engines have passed construction machine
quality certification test for the plateau of 4500 meters above sea level, which
have a better regional adaptation. Four valves, turbocharged and turbocharged
-middle -cooled, air intake passage optimum simulation, double -shaft balance for
four-cylinder diesel engine, electronically controlled fuel injection, and other core
patent technologies have been successfully applied, which make the series diesel
engines have lower noise, lower vibration , lower oil consumption , lower
emission , and so on. Through EGR internal recycle control and water-cooling
EGR control technology, all products have been granted Europe e-mark type
approval, USA EPA3 certificate.
GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N series diesel engines have been widely used
as power sources for vehicles, tractors, construction machinery, generator
sets ,small generating stations and marines.
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2 Recognizing the Engine
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3 Important Safety Information
3.1 Before Starting the Engine
The product that you selected conforms to Chinese safety standard. It will be well
worth to read this manual from cover to cover prior to putting the engine into
operation.
It covers important information about engine installation, use and safety
instruction. If you do not obey above instructions, when engine have some faults,
the manufacturer will not take any responsibility. Follow the instruction of this
manual to run in the engine, use the engine and maintain the engine.

4 General Safety Rules
Never try to approach the turning parts when the engine is running
(See Fig 1-5). The protective devices should be installed when turning parts, such
as fan, belt and fly wheel are exposed outside during operating engine. Do not try
to disassemble, adjust & maintain the engine when engine is running. All the
works should be done after stopping the engine.

Fig.1-5 Located on Alternator Hood

Fig.1-6 Located below Exhaust Pipe

3.2.2 When engine is working, the temperature at the turbocharger, exhaust pipe,
muffler and radiator is very high, the protective devices should be installed. Pay attention
to keep your body away from the engine to avoid hot injure (see Fig1-6).

3.2.3 Do not add the coolant to the engine at hot engine temperature. To avoid
hot injure, please wait the coolant temperature lower down after
engine is
stopped.
3.2.4 Do not operate the engine in room or closed place. Pay attention to have
good Ventilation in order to avoid personal injury.

3.2.5 Keep engine away from flame when adding fuel and lubrication to the
engine. Meanwhile, Exhaust gas has also very high temperature, please in-stall
spark extinguish devices to exhaust pipe or the muffler if the engine is located
nearby the flame-able materials.
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3.3 Use information
3.3.1 Lubricant Selection: Naturally aspirated diesel engine should use no lower
than CD grade engine oil. Turbocharged Diesel Engine should use CF grade or
above CF grade engine oil. Do not mix the new oil with the used oil or other
grade oil.

3.3.2 Do not operate the engine without air filter. Often check the air inlet pipeline
(Including connecting pipe lines between the turbocharger and the inter- cooler)
in order to ensure the sealing performance.
3.3.3 Do not try to dismount the turbocharger. For turbochargers with waste gate
valve, do not try to dismount or remove the valve controller and its support.
3.3.4 Electric circuit connection should be correct and firmly. Do not dismount connection lines
to avoid accidents when alternator is running.
3.3.5 When engine works without oil pressure or low oil pressure, high coolant temperature,
abnormal noise in the engine, stop the engine immediately, find out the causes and correct
them.

3.3.6 When the engine runs away, cut off the fuel supply pipe or block up the
intake pipe immediately.

3.4 After operation
3.4.1 Stopping the engine suddenly is prohibited when coolant is in high
temperature. Before stopping the engine, reduce the load and speed, let the
engine run stably for 2-3 minutes, and then do not stop the engine until
the
coolant temperature is below 70℃.

3.4.2 If the engine need to store for a long period at the temperature be-low 0T!, if
the engine does not use antifreeze, drain out the water in the cooling system or
add antifreeze as coolant to prevent the engine damaged due to freezing.

3.5 Fault Appearance
3.5.1 Without allowance of special service centers of the manufacturer, never
overhaul and maintain the engine by customers within the warranty period when
the fault happens to the engine.
3.5.2 Do not try to remove and adjust the lead seals on the injection pump.
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3.5.3 Please contact our service lines.
3.5.4 Please provide the accurate contents on the nameplate for the special
service stations when your product needs service.

4 Name Plate and Identification Number

Nameplate is located on the outside of intake pipes. There are the main data and information for
warranty claims and ordering spare parts. The contents on the nameplate for engines are
shown on Fig 1-7.
The serial number on the name-plate is the same as the number on the engine block. Please
check them carefully as it is required for customer to get after sale service. The serial numbers
are located on the different places on the engine block depending on models, most of them are
located at the side of fuel injection pump or on the cover board.
Notice: there is not supply symbol on the name plate of some engines.

Fig 1-7.

Without allowance by the manufacturer, changing nameplate or the engine serial
number is prohibited. If you do it, this means that you will forwardly give up your rights.
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Chapter 2 Engine Usage
1 Fuel/Lubrication/ Coolant Selection
1.1 Fuel Selection
Fuel used is light diesel that must meet China Standard: GB 252 - 2000. For different ambient
temperatures, relative grade diesel fuel must be used, see Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Ambient Temperature and Fuel.
Ambient Temperature (ºC)
Fuel Grade

≥4ºC

≥-5ºC

-5 -14ºC

0

-10

-20

Each performance index of the engine is related to fuel grade, less than required fuel grade can
influence the engine performance.
In order to prolong the service life, fill the engine with only clean diesel fuel. Fuel container must
be clean and specialized. When filling the fuel into the engine, it’s better to adopt sealing method. Do
not fill fuel until fuel deposits for three to seven days, and take the fuel from topside of the container
or barrel. Pay attention to keep the fuel clean during the transportation, filling and usage to avoid the
fuel be contaminated.

When filling or operating the engine, you should stop the engine and keep the
engine away from flame or other danger sources.

1.2 Lubricant Selection
1.2.1 Lubricant Selection: Naturally aspirated diesel engine should use no lower than CD grade
engine oil; Turbocharged diesel engine should use CF grade or above CF grade engine oil.
1.2.2 Lubricant selection in different ambient temperatures (see Tab 2-2)
Table 2-2 Ambient Temperature and Lubricant
a
Ambient Temperature (℃)
Lubricant Grade

>10º

-10º~30º

-25º~-10º

40

15W/40

5W/30

Usage notice for turbocharged diesel engines

Engine Oil and Operation Prompting
(Located on intake pipe )
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1 Choose relative CF grade oil according to
different ambient temperatures.
2 Clean or replace oil filter after the engine works
for more than one week. Before starting engine,
add oil into the turbocharger.
3 After starting the engine, first of all, let the
engine run at the idle speed for 3 minutes, and the
engine speed should not be increased until the
bearings in turbocharger have a sufficient
lubrication.
4 Before stopping the engine, let the engine run at
the idle speed for 3 minutes in order to reduce the
speed of the turbocharger vastly and make the
turbocharger operate reliably.

1.2.3 Adding the Lubricant:
Add specified lubricant from oil filler, and wait for 5 minutes, check
the oil level on the dipstick, make sure the oil level between the
upper mark and lower mark (see Fig2-2).
If the engine has a additional oil cooler for the first time to filling oil
into the engine, may add a little bit more, let the engine run for 3 to 5
minutes, then stop the engine for 5 to 10 minutes, recheck the oil
level and make sure the keep the oil level correctly.

1.2.4For different configurations, the engines adopt various kinds of injection pumps, some
of injection pumps adopt lubricating separated from the engine, such as ZHB pump. When
adding the oil, loosen upper limit screw and add the lubricant from oil filler (seeFig2-3), do not
tighten the limit screw until the oil in limit hole appears (see Fig2-4).
If there are lubricant pipes between injection pump and main oil gallery of the engine, the
injection pump does not add the oil.

1.2.5 ZHB the use of lubricating oil injection pump
Diesel engine lubricating oil filling should be consistent with the use of lubricants.

1.2.6 Add the oil to oil-bath air cleaner There
should be enough oil in oil -bath air cleaner. Never
overrun scribed line in oil basin when adding the oil
(see Fig 2-5). There should be enough oil in metal
screen of oil -bath air cleaner. Install metal screen
after it is marinated in oil.

Fig 2-5 Mark in Oil Basin

There should be enough and specified lubricant in the engine, injection
and oil-bath air cleaner.
Faults which are caused by poor quality lubricant, the manufacturer will
customers as giving up their rights.
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pump
treat the

Never use common lubricants, do not mix different grade oil or oil from different
refineries together, never mix the new oil with the used one.

Do stop the engine when filling oil, and keep the engine away from flame or other
dangers.

1.3 Coolant Selection
1.3.1 The cooling water used in engine should be clean soft water, such as river,
water, rain water, snow water, or add the engine with purchased antifreeze.
1.3.2 When the ambient temperature is below 0℃, add antifreeze additives as the
coolant in order to reduce draining water or prevent the parts from damage.
Never let the engine start and run without coolant.
Never add coolant after opening radiator cap at high temperature, this would make
serious personal injury.

2 Before First Operation
2.1 Read the operation and maintenance manual carefully before starting,
performing on the engine, strictly follow the instruction in the manual for engine
running-in, operation and maintenance.
2.2 Before operating the turbocharger, add a little bit oil into the inlet of turbocharger.
2.3 During the operation, never run the engine at idle speed more than 10 minutes.
2.4 If the engine need to store for a long period at the temperature below 5!, if the engine does
not use antifreeze, all the water in the cooling system should be dis-charged to avoid the engine
damaged.
2.4 After the engine is started, do not operate the engine at high speed and load
immediately, let engine at middle speed until water temperature over 60^0, and then
increase the speed to maximum with full load.
2.5 Do not run the engine with overload for a long time.
2.6 Continuously operating the engine is prohibited when the oil pressure is lower than 98 kPa
or without oil pressure.
2.7 Do not continuously operate the engine with abnormal noise and leakage in intake system.
Stop the engine, and look for any failure and correct it.
2.8 Do not use watering from outside to reduce the engine temperature when the coolant
temperature is above 95℃. Let the engine run at low speed in order to gradually re-duce the
engine temperature.
2.9 Do not stop the engine immediately when coolant and lubricant temperature are too hot
Before stopping the engine, reduce the load and speed of engine step by step, let the en-gine
run at low speed for 3-5 minutes. And do not stop the engine until coolant and lubricant
temperature is reduced down.
Do not stomp or deposit heavy things on all exterior parts of the engine.
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3 Starting the engine
3.1 Pre-starting preparation
3.1.1 Check coolant level and add enough cooling water (see
Fig 2-6)
3.1.2 Add specified lubrication from oil inlet and wait for 5
minutes, check the oil level on the dipstick, make sure the oil
level between the upper mark and lower mark.
3.1.3 Make sure that the oil level of the injection pump and
oil-bath air cleaner is correct.
3.1.4 Check the tightness of the connection of oil pipes,
water pipes and air pipes, and make sure that there is not
leakage.

3.1.5 For a new engine, a repaired engine or an engine stored for a long time, use the following
procedures to bleed the fuel system before starting: First of all, loosen bleeding screw on the fuel
filter. Pump the fuel transfer pump by hand to bleed air in the fuel. Retighten the bleeding screw on
the fuel filter.
Loosen bleeding screw on the injection pump. Repeat above procedure (see Fig 2-7, Fig 2-8 and
Fig 2-9).

Fig2-7 Bleeding Diesel Filter

Fig2-8 Bleeding Injection Pump

Fig2-9 Bleeding High Pressure Pipe

3.1.6 Check the tension of fan belt, electrical line connection and battery output.

3.1.7 For a new, or repaired
turbocharged diesel engine or a
turbocharged diesel engine stored for
a long time, loosen oil inlet of
turbocharger, add a little oil , tighten
the screw, and then start the engine
(see Fig 2-10).
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3.2 Starting the engine
3.2.1 When starting the engine, do not try to approach these parts of engine, such
as turning parts, front and back of moving parts, which could make you injury.
Do not start the engine by using short circuit method.
3.2.2 Before starting the engine, move the transmission control to NEUTRAL.
3.2.3 Move the fuel pump rack approaching maximum position and leave the shut off hand
lever at fuel supply position.
3.2.4 Turn on the power switch. Push down the start button to start the engine. When the
ambient temperature is below -10℃, for the engine with preheating function, press air
preheat button to preheat the engine for about 30 seconds, and then the engine can be
started easily.
3.2.5 The time of startup must be restricted in 10 minutes to prevent the starter
and battery. The interval of each startup is 1-2 minutes. If the engine cannot start
over 3 times, find out the causes and correct them before starting the engine.

4 Operating the Engine
4.1 After the engine is started, put the fuel pump rack at the position of idle speed. Be sure
that the oil pressure is not less than 98kPa.
4.2 After the engine is started, do not operate the engine at full load immediate-ly. Let the
engine run at middle speed in order to preheat it. Do not let the engine operate at full load
and maximum speed until the coolant temperature is up to 60".
4.3 During the engine operation, always check engine oil pressure and coolant temperature
regularly. At normal ambient condition, the coolant temperature should be about 75"～
90"and the oil pressure 294 kPa to 490 kPa . However when oil temperature is 95 ℃ to
100℃, the oil pressure could be a little bit lower than 294 kPa.
4.4 When operating the engine, pay attention to any abnormal noise and look for leakage at
the connection of fuel pipes, water pipes and air pipes. If any encountered, remove it
immediately.

4.5 When the engine runs away, cut
off fuel sup-ply or choke the air intake
system in order to stop the engine
(see Fig 2-11).
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4.6 Do not let the engine run at the idle speed over 10 minutes. This will cause the
failure of injection system.
4.7 When the ambient temperature is below -10℃, do not let the engine run at the
high speed immediately after the engine is stared.
4.8 Do not run the engine when the oil pressure is less than 98 kPa. If it happens, find out
the causes and correct them immediately.
4.9 Do not let the engine run continuously when the coolant temperature is lower than 60℃
or above 100℃.

5 Stopping the Engine
5.1 After operating under heavy load condition, allow the engine to idle for
approximately 3 to 5 minutes prior to stop the engine.
5.2 In order to avoid air entering fuel supply system, do not stop the engine by
turning off the fuel tank switch.
5.3 When the ambient temperature is below 5!, for the engine without antifreeze coolant,
drain the cooling water when the cooling water temperature is at 40℃ to 50℃.Open one by
one the water drain cocks on radiator, cylinder body and oil cooler. And then let all cooling
water off.
5.4 Maintain the engine according to the instructions if the engine is to be stored for a long
period of time.

6 Running in
6.1 For a new engine or repaired engine, Run in the engine gradually to im-prove working
capability of the engine before operating the engine. After running-in the engine, its
functional reliability and usage life will be improved obviously.
6.2 With the engine running-in, the following procedures should be complied with.
6.2.1 Warm up the engine at light load and mid-low speed in order to make
coolant temperature up to 60℃.
6.2.2 Idling the engine not over 10 minutes.
6.2.3 Often obverse coolant temperature and oil pressure, keep them in normal
ranges.
6.2.4 Check the levels of coolant and lubrication, keep them in normal ranges.

6.3 The running-in hours of GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N series engines is not less than
60 hours. Run-in the engine in proper sequence according following tables (Tab 2-3).
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Table 2-3 (1) Engine Running-in Procedure (Three Circles)
Load (%)

Speed! (%)

Hours/min

Load(%)

Speed! (%)

Hours/min

25

70

60

75

80

150

50

70

120

90

80

30

Table 2-3(2) Engine Running-in Procedure (Five Circles)
Load (%)

Speed (%)

Hours/min

Load (%)

Speed (%)

Hours/min

50

80

60

90

90

150

75

80

120

100

90

30

Table 2-3(3) Engine Running-in Procedure (Two Circles)

Load (%)

Speed (%)

Hours/min

Load (%)

Speed (%)

Hours/min

50

100

60

90

90

150

75

100

120

100

100

30

6.4 When engine matches with automobile vehicles, running-in the engine ac-cording to the
vehicle running-in procedure. Total running-in mile is not less than 2 500 km.
6.4.1 Not more than 50= load, running is 800 km, running velocity is less than 70%
corresponding the engine speed.
6.4.2 Not more than 75% load, running is 1500 km, running velocity is less than 75%
corresponding the engine speed.
6.4.3 75% load, running is 1 500 to 25 000 km, running velocity is less than corresponding
the engine rated maximum speed.

6.5 After running -in, clean and check the engine according to the following procedure
(please read relative contents in the maintenance manual carefully).
6.5.1 Change the oil, replace the oil filter elements, and clean the oil sump.
6.5.2 Change the diesel fuel filter element.
6.5.3 Check and adjust valve clearances and fuel supply advance angles. Tighten all the
bolts and nuts (see chapter 5).

Do not operate the engine at full load without running-in. This will shorten the
engine useful life.
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Chapter 3 Maintenance
1 Technical Maintenance
Considering that the engine is used under normal working conditions, the maintenance
intervals stipulated are determined. When working in extremely adverse conditions, it is
recommended that the planned maintenance should be executed at shorter intervals.
Maintenance intervals stipulated are divided into four maintenance periods.
1.1 Daily Maintenance: Every 8 to 10 hours.
1.2 Class I Maintenance: Every 50 hours (about 2000 km for vehicles).
1.3 Class II Maintenance: Every 150 hours (about 6000 km for vehicles).
1.4 Class III Maintenance: Every 900 to1000 hours (about 35000 km for vehicles)

For the turbo-charged and turbo-charged with intercooler diesel engines, the
period should be shortened by 20%

2 Daily Maintenance (After 8 to 10 hours)
2.1 Before starting the engine every
day, check whether the oil level in oil
sump and injection pump without
pressurized lubrication is correct.
Refill the oil if necessary. Pay
attention to check whether there is
water in oil.
2.2 Check the coolant level in the
radiator, refill them if necessary (see
Fig3-1).

2.3 Clean sundries and dust on
radiator grille. Remove the dust and
oil outside the engine. For the engine
used for tractors, do clean them at any
time (see Fig3-2)
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2.4 Drain the water from filter element with drain
cock, and sedimentation filter (see Fig 3-3).

Fig3-3 Drain the Water

2.5 Check and retighten all fastening screws. Correct any fuel, water gas leak
found (see Fig3-4).

Fig 3-4 Check the Leaks

2.6 Air Cleaner
2.6.1 Clean the dust accumulator of
oil bath air cleaner.

2.6.2 Clean drain valve of dry
air cleaner

For the engines under the special conditions, cleaning time should be shortened. Recommended cleaning
time like this:
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Harvesters

Every 4 hours

Tractors

Every 6 hours

Construction machinery working in mines

Every 4 hour

Machines working in general conditions

Every 8 hours

3 Class I Maintenance (after 50 hours)
3.1 Perform all the items in Daily Maintenance.

3.2 Clean dry air cleaner
Do not wash the dry paper filter element with water, diesel oil or gasoline. Be careful
not to touch the paper filter element, and sealing ring should not forget to be installed
in order to avoid air filter damaged. For the air cleaner with safety filter element, do
not remove the safety filter element during operation and maintenance so as to
avoid excessive wear due to broken main element. Replace the main element
immediately when finding it out broken (including safety filter element).

3.2.1 All the junction parts of
dry oil filter must be reliable.
Do not go on working when
any breakage happens.

3.2.2 Clean the dust accumulator of aiR
cleaner (see Fig3-5).

3.2.3 The filter element can be cleaned by
finger tapping the upper and lower covers.
Clean the dust on filter element with brush, or
use compressed air along the pleats to blows
the dust from inside to outside， and then from
outside to inside， and finally from inside to
outside (see Fig 3-6).
The filter element installation sees section 4 in
chapter 3
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3.3 Add the butter of 15g to water
pump bearing(see Fig (3-7). For
maintenance free water pump,
does not to add the butter.

Running the engine with failure is prohibited. Pay a special attention to observe
and hear abnormal noise and vibration, and watch whether the smoke color is
normal. If finding out the failure, correct them immediately.

3.4 Measure the degree of tightness
4.8
of fan belt. Press the belt between
water pump and generator by hand.
The deflection should be 10-20mm.
Adjust belt tension if necessary by
changing the position of the
generator (see Fig3-8). Do not use
the new and old one or different
brands together.

Adjust the tension of multi-rib flat
belt used for N series engines by
tension pulley (see Fig.3-9).

4.7

3.5 For the first Class I Maintenance of a new or overhauled engine, change
the lubrication, and clean the oil sump and air filter. Check the torques of main
bolts and nuts. Check and adjust valve clearances and fuel supply advance
angles. For details! please see section 4 and 5 of chapter 3.
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4 Class II Maintenance(after 150 hours)
4.1 Perform all the items in Class I Maintenance.

4.2 Warm up the engine until the oil
temperature reaches 50 -60℃. Unscrew the oil
drain plug to drain the oil (see Fig3-10). Add
cleaned diesel oil to clean the oil sump, and
then drain them. Refill new oil after tightening
the screws. Fill the new lubrication.

The used oil should be properly dealt to prevent pollution of the environment.
Pay attention to prevent hot injury by hot oil when adding.

4.9

Do not mix the new oil with old oil or different brands oil together.

4.3 Replace diesel fuel filter element:
remove single use filter element with
special tools (see Fig3-11). Before installing
new filter element, daub a thin coat of oil on
the sealing ring, then fix with the unloading
torque.

4.4
Replace spin -on oil filter element;
remove oil filter with special tools. Daub a
thin coat of oil on the sealing ring of new filter, and install new filter until the filter can
be firmly connected with the sealing ring
(see Fig3-12). For some filters with paper
filter element, filter element is only
replaced.
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4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14

4.5 Clean air filter
4.5.1 Clean oil bath air cleaner
4.5.1.1 Change the oil in oil bath air cleaner. Add the oil to the specified level.
4.5.1.2 For oil bath air cleaner, wash the filter element assembly with diesel oil or
kerosene until it is clean.
4.5.1.3 Marinate the filter element assembly with engine oil. Make the engine oil adhere
to the filter element, and then install it.

4.15
4.16

4.5.2 Replace filter element of dry air cleaner
4.5.2.1 Take out the old filter element. Clean the filter shell and its dust cup with clean
wet cloth(see Fig3-13)

4.17

4.5.2.2 For a new filter element,
check the elasticity and leak
tightness of rubber ring. Press the
rubber ring by hand, and make it
reliably be connected to filter
element (see Fig3-14).

4.18
4.19
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4.5.2.3 After installing the filter
element, check the drain valve. If
any breakage occurs, replace it
immediately(see Fig.3-15)

4.21

4.6 Check the injection pressure and quality
of sprayer (see Fig3-16). The opening
pressure of J series fuel injection is 19.6
MPa to 20.8MPa.
4.20
The opening pressure of P series fuel
injection is 25 MPa to 26MPa. Clean the soot and
adjust the pressure if necessary.
When nozzle is blocked, it must be replaced. It is
suggested that all the jobs finished by the
professionals.

4.7 Check and adjust the fuel supply advance angle of the injector. For detail
please see section 5 of charter 5.

4.8 Check and adjust the clearances of exhaust valve and intake valve. The
clearance of intake valve is 0.3mm to 0.4mm，the clearance of exhaust valve
is 0.4mm to 0.5mm. For details，please see section 2 of charter 5.

4.9 Check and tighten all screws and nuts with specified torques. For details,
please see section 1 and 2 of charter 5.

4.10 Check the leakage of intake pipe and exhaust
pipe of air compressor. Check and clean the dirt on
the exhaust valve and intake valve. Check the
leakage. Remove the faults. The profile of the air
compressor sees Fig 3-17.

5 Class III Maintenance (after 900 hours)
5.1 Perform all the items in Class II Maintenance. If the users could not
independently finish them， it is suggested that the Class III Maintenance jobs
are finished by specialized agency.
5.2 Wash and Clean the Cooling System. The scale deposit in the cooling system can
cause the cooling failure of diesel engine. Remove it regularly. The general method is
that the detergent is poured into the cooling system to wash them. The detergent is
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mixed with 750g caustic soda and 150g kerosene. Washing the cooling system as
follows:
Fill the detergent into engine as coolant.
Run the engine at middle speed for 5-10
minutes. Stop the engine. Restart the
engine after making the detergent stay at
the engine for 10-12 hours. Let off the
detergent after running the engine at
middle speed 10-20 minutes. let the
engine run at middle speed 15-20 minutes
after refilling the clean water. Drain the
water in the engine.

5.3 Remove the cylinder head. Clean the soot on the valve. Replace the valve
oil seal (see Fig3-18):

5.4 Check if there is the cinch marks on the liner and piston. Check if the
clearance of piston ring is correct (see Fig3-19).

5.5 Check crankshaft,
main bearing and connecting -rod bearing
shell. Replace it if the
wear of cinch marks is
bigger (see Fig3-20):
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When performing the class III maintenance, if any part of the piston, piston
ring, liner, main bearing and connecting-rod bearing shell has been replaced,
do not operate the engine until rerunning-in the engine is finished completely
according to the specified procedure.

5.6 Check water leakage of water pump.
Change the water sealing of water pump
as necessary (see Fig3-21).
For details, please see section 6 of
charter 5.

6. Turbocharger
The turbocharger maintenances should be carried out with the engine
maintenance.

6.1 Daily Maintenance
Tighten the connection between the turbocharger and
the engine. Look for oil seepage and leakage gas, and
correct them. Check if the cushion at the connection
flange between the turbocharger and exhaust pipe is
breakage. Replace it as necessary. Keep outside the
turbocharger clean. The structure of the turbocharger
sees Fig3-22.

6.2 Turbocharger Regular Maintenance
The regular Maintenance of the turbocharger is performed when the Class II
Maintenance of the engine is carried out.
It is suggested that the maintenance of the turbocharger is carried out by
professionals.

Do not dismount and adjust the turbocharger by laypeople.
Do not allow something to go into the intake system and exhaust system when
checking the turbocharger.
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6.2.1 Replace filter element of the turbocharger: Dismount oil filter with special
purpose tools. Daub a little bit oil on sealing ring. And then make a new filter
be installed firmly (see Fig 3-23).

6.2.2 Wash the intake connector pipes, compressor impeller and compressor shell.
Clean the soot in the impeller and turbine casing.
6.2.3 Check the moving parts in the turbocharger. Turn the rotor moving with finger.
If the rotor can move some revolutions by inertia force, it is considered moving flexible. If
the rotor rotates roughly and knocking noise is heard, find out the cause and correct it.
6.2.4 Check the axial displacement of rotor shaft. If the axial displacement is more
than 3mm, which shows that the wear of thrust bearing in the turbocharger is bigger, find
out the cause and correct it.
6.2.5 Check the radial displacement between compressor impeller and casing.
Press the impeller in radial direction by hand. If the displacement is over 0.1mm, find out
the cause and correct it.
6.2.6 When the engine run at the idle speed, unscrew the oil drain connector of the
turbocharger. Observe if the lubrication flows through the turbocharger. Check and
reinstall it if necessary.

7Maintenance in Winter Season
In winter season (ambient temperature below 5℃), it is difficult to start the engine
due to the cooler engine block and stickier oil. The oil in the transmission system and
running gears of tractors, vehicles and construction machinery will become stickier due
to low temperature. This will cause higher resistance. Therefore, the engine operation
and maintenance must be carried out more carefully when the engine runs at the low
temperature

When the ambient temperature is below 60!, do not let the engine run at
the full load just after starting.
7.1 Cooling System
7.1.1
The engine should use coolant with antifreeze additives in winter season.
7.1.2
Before starting the engine without antifreeze additives, fill the cooling system
with 60〜70℃ hot water, and then with 90〜100℃hot water until the water flowing out at
the water drain cock. Fill the radiator with 60〜70℃hot water, and then start the engine.
7.1.3 During operation, the coolant temperature should not be below 60℃. If the engine
without antifreeze additives is to be stored for a long period of time, drain the cooling
system when the coolant temperature reduces at the 50~600℃.
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7.2 Lubrication System
Use winter lubrication oil in winter season. When the ambient temperature is below
-10℃, turn on the switch to preheat the engine for about 30 seconds before starting.
7.3 Fuel Supply System
Use winter fuel in winter season. Keep rain, snow or dirt away from entering fuel
system. If the water in the fuel tank is found out, drain the fuel system completely to
prevent fuel line choked due to freezing. Refill the fuel tank with new fuel.

8 Storage and Maintenance
Use the following procedures to store the engine for over 3 months.
8.1 Turn the crankshaft several revolutions so that the surface of moving parts are
equably coated with oil film.
8.2 Drain out the fuel, oil and coolant, including the oil in the injection pump, oil bath air
filter.
8.3 Remove the trash, dust and rust outside the engine. Smear anti-rust oil on the
unpainted parts and jointed points.
8.4 Plug the air intake, exhaust port and oil filler to prevent something entering the
engine.
8.5 Store the engine in dry, clean and good ventilation place. There are no corrosive
gases nearly. If the engine is stored outside, cover it with plastic sheep.

For a long period of storage, make a thorough examination, and run the
engine at middle speed and accelerator for 3 to 5 minutes every half year so
as to maintain the moving parts with oil film. Restore the engine with specified
requirements.
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Chapter 4 EUP Fuel Injection System-Operation
EUP fuel injection system is a pump—tube—nozzle time controlled fuel injection
system, which consist of sensors, harness components, electronic control unit
(ECU) electronic unit-pump (EUP) assembly, high-pressure oil tubes and injector.
This system can realize flexible control of fuel injection quantity and fuel-injection
timing.
1 System Constitution (see Fig 4-1)

2 Each Part Function and Sensor Installation Position
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2.1 Diesel engine crankshaft speed
sensor
Pulley speed sensor installed on the
client side or the flywheel from the
ECU to the current diesel engine
speed determination (see Fig4-2).

2.2 Measure the speed of oil pump
camshaft with ECU. Model number:
MG4S (see Fig4-3).

2.3 Oil temperature Sensor at the
side of Oil Pump
The oil temperature sensor is
installed at the side of oil pump. The
fuel temperature at the side of oil
pump is detected by ECU.
Model number: WG1S (see Fig4-4).

2.4 Pressure/temperature Sensor
after Intercooler
The pressure/temperature sensor is
installed on the intake pipe. The air
temperature and pressure after
intercooler are detected by ECU.
Model number: YWG1S (see Fig4-5).

2.5 Water Temperature Sensor
The coolant temperature sensor is installed
on the cooling watercourse or radiator
housing, which is used for measuring
coolant temperature of the engine. Model
number: WG1S (see Fig4-6).

2.7 Electronic Unit Pump Assembly
Each cylinder injection unit of electric
pump is connected with ECU by using
the control wire of wiring harness. For
four cylinder engines. wiring harness
component consists of 8 control wires,
for six cylinder engines, wiring harness
component consists of 12 control wires.
Each group of two is installed in the
plug, which is connected with injection
unit of each cylinder electromagnet. The
red wire in each group is connected to
the control wire of each cylinder
solenoid valve, the gray wire in each
group is public end (see Fig4-8).
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2.6 ECU Control Unit
ECU has 121 core standard socket
which has error-proof function. 81 core
patch plug is connected with the
accelerator, detecting Instruments,
communication serial port and vehicle
power in cab by using wiring harness.
40 core patch plug is connected with
sensors of electrical system and every
cylinder injection unit of electric pump
by using wiring harness (see Fig4-7).

2.8 Wiring Harness Component
The engine control Harness is
connected to 40 core standard
socket
which has error-proof function in
ECU through 40 core standard plug,
at the same time, which is also
connected with the sensors of
electric system and electric injection
unit of each cylinder (see Fig4-9).

2.9 Low Pressure Oil Transfer Pipes and Diesel Fuel Filter
2.9.1 Low pressure oil transfer pipes: Low pressure oil transfer pipes use enough
strength and performance non -metal pipes to connect oil tank, oil transfer pipes and
diesel fuel filter.
2.9.2 Because only high cleaning fuel is used for electronic fuel injection system, so the
engine uses filter with high filtration capacity, which cannot be replaced by common
filter.
2.10 High Pressure Oil Pipes and Injector
2.10.1 High pressure oil pipes: high pressure oil pipes used in the system are special
purpose parts. The pressure resistance index of high pressure oil pipes is higher than
that of general ones because the system is a high pressure injection system. Specified
high pressure oil pipes can not be replaced by ordinary ones.
2.10.2 Injector: the injector used in the system is determined by special design and the
engine test bed match calibration experiment, and its parameters, such as opening
pressure, injection hole numbers, flow and spraying angle must be in conformity with the
specified requirements so as to meet the performance and emission of the engine.
Therefore, the injector is made from special materials and techniques, although its
shape is similar to general injector, but it can not be replaced by ordinary injector. The
key parameters of the injector are as follows:
Hole numberxangle:7x155° Opening pressure : 25 MPa〜27MPa

3 System Operations
3.1 Check-up before Operation
3.1.1 Lubrication: API CF grade or CF above engine oil should be used. Make
sure the level at the middle of the dipstick.
3.1.2 Diesel: add the diesel fuel that must meet China Standard: GB -252. For
ambient temperatures, relative grade diesel fuel must be used.
3.1.3 Coolant: add the coolant level as specified demand.
3.1.4 Keep the connector tubes of air filter and turbocharged intercooler system
without leakage.
3.2 Bleeding Low Pressure Pipes and Injection Pump Body.
For a new engine or an engine stored for a long period, use the following procedures to bleed the low pressure pipes and injection pump body before starting:
Open the oil tank switch and bleeder screw on the fuel filter. Turn the handle of
hand pump anticlockwise to make the handle release. Press the handle to bleed
air in low pressure pipes. Close the bleeder screw. Loosen the high pressure
pipe connector at the pump one by one. Press the handle until the oil flows out
from high pressure pipe. Screw down high pressure pipe. Press the handle back.
Tighten it up clockwise.
CF4 grade or above CF4 grade engine oil must be used
Oil pump should be full with oil before starting to prevent the oil pump
from being damaged.
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3.3 System Inspection
After above items meet the request, start the engine. First of all, turn the power on
and turn the ignition key to the first gear and this means the system is switched on.
When ECU is switched on, the system is automatically detected by ECU. No matter
whether the system is in trouble, the trouble lamp on the instrument panel will forced
light up for 4 seconds. If the trouble lamp does not light up after 4 seconds, this means
the system is in normal condition. Start the engine.
After 4 seconds, if the trouble lamp goes into blink slowly, this means there are
common faults in the system. If the trouble lamp goes into blink fast, this means there
are serious faults in the system. Starting the engine is prohibited in above two
conditions. Turn the power off, look for the causes and correct them. After the power is
turned off, the system is detected until normal condition.
After the power is turned on, the trouble lamp does not light up, this means that
trouble lamp has been damaged or the wiring is in trouble. Do not start the engine, and
find out the causes and correct them
Do not start the engine when the trouble lamp blinks slowly, fast or is
inoperative.

When above faults happen, please contact your local dealer or professional
maintenance staff, and correct them.

3.4 Normal Operation
3.4.1 During the operation, the trouble lamp on the instrument panel slowly or fast blinks,
stop the engine, find out the causes and correct them and then let the engine start and
run again.
3.4.2 For other details, please see chapter 2 Engine usage.

4 Maintenance
4.1 Check the pump assembly and make sure the seal without oil leakage after
running-in the engine.
4.2 Combining the engine Daily Maintenance, check the leaks between WP2000 pump
assembly and the engine, and bolt tightness.
4.3 Combining the engine Class ! Maintenance, check the tightness of set bolts,
electromagnet bolts and binding screws in WP2000 pump assembly.
4.4 Connect the solenoid plug well to avoid short circuit. If leakage, crack and short
circuit in the electromagnet occur, replace with a new one. The pre-tightening of
electromagnet rear cover is 40"45N-m.
4.5 For harness, if these faults occur, such as poor quality electrical connection, scratch
in insulating layer and crack caused by excessive curve and extrusion, replace it in time.
4.6 Fuse: 15A fuse, supply 24V power to electromagnet though whole vehicle battery
and main relay; 3A fuse, supply power to the ECU Internal circuit.
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Changing fuse Specifications is prohibited.

4.7 Before other operation with power-on (such as welding), turn off ECU
supply power circuit (disconnect the battery positive electrode), and separate
ECU from the engine or vehicle.

4.8 Never swash the ECU and harness directly with high pressure gun when
cleaning and maintaining.
4.9 Never dismount or replace the pump assembly or its parts by people who
are not from the manufacturer or professionals specified by the manufacturer.
4.10 The waterproofing treatment of ECU controller is done. When fault happens,
opening ECU is not prohibited by customers, please send it to the maintenance points
specified by the manufacturer.
4.11 Maintenance and operation with charged condition is prohibited. Turn the power
off during maintaining.
4.12 For Other maintenances, please see chapter 3 Maintenance.

5 Fault Diagnosis
During the engine and vehicles operation, the fault may occur to each
component in electronic-controlled fuel injection system. When any fault occurs,
the engine works abnormally. Some faults can make the engine misfire. ECU
not only can write down automatically the faults happened, and but also can
indicate the current fault state of diesel engine to driver or maintenance staff
through the fault indicator so as to operate and maintain vehicles.
5.1 Fault information is divided into two parts:
5.1.1 General fault level: breakdown is in water temperature sensor, oil
temperature sensor, temperature pressure sensor after intercooler. When these
faults occur, the engine can work normally through the treatment of control
system, but this will influence the power and emission performance of the
engine at a certain extent.
5.1.2 Serious fault level: there are the faults in the system which worsen the
engine running and even make the engine stop, such as injection faults,
abnormal speed signals of crankshaft or camshaft, etc.
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5.2 Fault Code
5.2.1 Fault codes are encoded by using the SAE International Standards, which
is combination of four Arabic numerals, and stands for the specific fault. But the
customers can not understand the code, please contact the manufacturer to
diagnose and read them by professionals through connecting the display
terminal with diagnosis interface. And correct them
5.2.2 Diagnosis Interface: it is used for the whole vehicle calibration and fault
diagnosis. In general condition, the diagnosis interface is connected with the
wiring harness of the whole vehicle, and then installed on the instrument panel.
The vehicle wiring harness supplies the power to diagnostic interface, and a
standard RS-232 communication port. When the computer is monitoring the
system or diagnosing the faults, the communication port of harness is
connected with the computer, RS-232 port of the fault diagnosis instrument or
CAN port, and then the communication is done.

Without allowance, do not modify and adjust the electric control system by
customers. When any fault happens, please contact the manufacturer or
specialist agencies specified by the manufacturer, find out the causes and
correct them. Otherwise, this will bring you a great loss.
For details about electric control system, please refer to the introduction
manual supplied by whole vehicle manufacturer or electric control system
manufacturer.
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Chapter 5 Main Components Installation and Adjustment
Because GENERGY LR-A 、 B 、 M series engines have many models,
therefore, if internal parts of the engine need to repair or replace, please let
the model on the nameplate into local dealers or servicers exactly.
For the engine maintenance, please consult the specialized agency and
perform by professionals.

1 Cylinder Body and Crankshaft Connecting Rod System
Wash all the parts with diesel oil or kerosene, and keep away flame
before installation

1.1 For some cylinders with piston
cooling nozzle, when installing, the junction
surface of the nozzle should be smooth so
as to prevent pressure oil leakage. Tighten
up the washer and hollow screw (see Fig
5-1).

1.2 Opening pressure of the pressure
limiting valve of oil pump: 680~700kPa for a
four- cylinder diesel engine, 784±19kPa
for a six-cylinder diesel engine. Do not
adjust it. Lock firmly with iron wire after
tightening (see Fig 5-2).

1.3 When installing main bearing,
one with hole should be installed on
cylinder block, other without hole should
be on cover. Counted from rear end of
crankshaft, the 2nd bearing bush is trust
bearing, it should be installed in right
position (see Fig 5-3).
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1.4 Before installing crankshaft, check screw
plugs and tighten them firmly. Heat crankshaft
gear to 100oC, and then install it on front of
spindle of crankshaft. Coat some oil on main
bearings and connecting shafts, then install
crankshaft into cylinder block (see Fig 5-4).

1.5 Pay attention to sequence number on main
bearing cover before installation, arrow mark is
toward front end of crankshaft, not let them in
disorder. Tighten main bearing bolts starting
from middle to each ends across two times,
tighten torque is 205 Nm (see Fig 5-5).

1.6 There are four grooves around outside
of wet block sleeves, among them, 1st,2nd,
4th grooves are used for installing o - rings,
3rd one is leak groove, let this groove align
with leak hole on cylinder block while leak
groove installing sleeves (see Fig 5-6).

1.7 Coat some oil on O-rings. Push sleeves into
cylinder block by hands. If it is too hard, may
use woodblock on sleeves, knock woodblock to
let sleeves into its position on block. The head
face of the sleeves should be 0.05-0.12mm tall
above cylinder plane (see Fig 5-7)

1.8 For dry sleeves, coat some oil on
outside wall, push it into block, then may
use woodblock on sleeves, knock
woodblock to let sleeves into it position on
block (see Fig 5-8).
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1.9 When installing connecting rods with piston, heat the piston to 100oC〜120 oC. if no
heating condition, may put pistons into hot water, and boil it for 5〜10 minutes.
1.10 Arrow mark on top of piston should align with forging mark on connecting rod side.
Keep block ring into groove after installing piston pin (see Fig 5-9)

Without heating piston or knocking piston pin into piston is forbidden.
For the same engine, weight grouping of the piston should bring into
correspondence with that of connecting rods.
1.11 Oil ring is the 3rd of piston ring grooves,
keep notch of oil ring separated with notch of
supporting spring 180 degree. Make mark
sides upward, if 1st and 2nd compression
rings have a mark, it's doesn't matter for rings
without mark. Notch of oil ring should avoid
piston pin's, make notches of those three rings
separated each other in 120 degree.

1.12 Coat some oil on piston and surface
of cylinder sleeves before installing
pistons, Use special tooling to install piston
with connecting road assembly into
sleeves, make arrow mark on top of piston
faces to front end of crankshaft (see Fig
5-10).

1.13 Before installing connecting rod bearing
cover, coat some oil on crankshaft necks. Not
mix connecting rod covers, keep group
number consistently. Tighten (Tightening)
torque of connecting rod bolts is 135 Nm (see
Fig 5-11).
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1.14 Use fixed pin to fix flywheel with
crankshaft, crossly tighten bolts with
torque 210 Nm.(see Fig 5-12)

GENERGY -series engine adopted different connecting rods, before
maintaining, please consult with local dealer to buy correct spare parts
according to name plate on machine.
Group number of connecting rods should not be changed, same as group
number of pistons. Connecting rods used on turbo-charged engine is not
allowed to use general engine one's.

2 Cylinder head and Valve System
2.1 The GENERGY -series engines use
united structure cylinder heads. Froze
intake & exhaust valve seats into -180
degree liquid nitrogen, then install them
into cylinder head (Fig 5-13).

2.2 There are valve rotators on bottom of
exhaust valve spring seat which makes
valve rotation, improve valve seal and
prolong use life (see Fig 5-14)
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2.3 There are valve oil seals on valve stem which
keep over oil into valve guide pipes. Make valve
oil seals go into the correct position.(see Fig
5-15)

2.4 The cylinder head gaskets (see Fig
5-16) which have non-asbestos one
and full metal one are used in
GENERGY series engines according to
requirements.
When
maintaining,
please chose and use the same gasket
as original engine, and select the
torques of cylinder head belts
according to the corresponding engine
model.
2.5 Tighten
bolts from inside to outside crossly, first tighten to 80N.m, for the second
time, firmly tighten them according to specified torque supplied in the maintenance data
table of chapter 7. Sequence for tightening cylinder head belts (see Fig 5-17).

2.6 Install the valve tappet and valve push rod. Please choose them correctly because
valve tappet and valve push rod used in N series engines are different from others.
2.7 When installing rocker assembly, align oil hole
on rocker arm seat with oil hole on cylinder head,
and tighten bolts (see Fig 5-18).
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2.8 The valve sequence is; counted from front
side of the engine, odd number is Intake valve,
even number is exhaust valve. Intake valve
clearance is 0.3 〜 0.4mm, Exhaust valve
clearance is 0.4〜 0.5mm (see Fig 5-19).

2.9 Adjusting method of valve clearance: turn
crankshaft, when fuel appears on delivery port
of first cylinder pump, stop to turn, at same
time, all intake and exhaust valves are all
closed (see Fig 5-20). Finger on flywheel ring
should align with mark on flywheel housing.

2.10 For four -cylinder engine, counted
from front side of the engine' adjust no. 1'
2' 3, 6 four valves (see Fig 5-21).

2.11 For six -cylinder engine' counted from
front side of the engine, adjust no.1, 2, 3, 6,
7, 10 six valves (see Fig 5-22).

2.12 After above adjustment, turn crankshaft
one revolution' adjust other valves
clearances. After finishing all valves adjustment' recheck valve clearances as same
sequence to keep correct valve clearances
(see Fig 5-23).
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2.13 The lubrication in the gear system
adopts pressurized lubrication. When
installing lubricating pipes, pay attention to
make the hollow screw tighten firmly (see Fig
5-24).

2.14 Before installing the camshaft, coat a
little bit oil on the bearing of support hole.
Turn the camshaft into cylinder block. The
thrust of camshaft depends on front thrust
plate, so tighten bolts of thrust plate firmly
(see Fig 5-25).

2.15 Opening and closing of Intake valves
and exhaust valves and fuel supply time are
determined by timing gear system. When
installing, align the mark on the idle gear with
that of camshaft gear, injection pump gear
and crankshaft gear, and tighten screws
firmly (see Fig 5-26).

2.16 In order to reduce vibration and noise,
GENERGY series four cylinder engines
adopt double-shaft balance mechanism, and
its cylinders are different from general
cylinders. The gears on the Left balance
shaft are not same as that on the right
balance shaft, and install them correctly.
Before installing balance shafts, coat right
amount oil on every journal of balance shaft,
then put balance shafts into cylinder block,
and fix locking plate on the cylinder (see Fig
5-27).
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2.17 Align mark on oil pump gear with idle gear and Left-balance shaft gear. Two dot
marks on right -balance idle gear should align with single -dot mark on camshaft gear and
mark on right-balance shaft gear.

3 Turbo-charger and Intercooler System
3.1 The full floating bearings are used in the turbocharger. The rotor assembly is
mounted on the middle housing. The pressurized lubrication flows through the middle
housing to lubricate and cool the bearings. When the turbo -changer is working, its skin
temperature is above 400 ℃ . Rotate speed of the impeller is up to 80000 〜
12000r/min. After the air flows through turbocharger, the air is pressurized and the
temperature is also increased to 70〜140℃. Therefore, turbo-charged system should be
lubricated, and its seal should be very reliably; only clean air and lubrication can make
the engine work normally.

3.2 Turbocharger
3.2.1 Install turbocharger on exhaust
manifold, Put gasket in right place, and
tighten bolts (see Fig 5-29).
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3.2.2 Connect oil return pipe of the
turbo-charger well, Makes it thoroughly
(see Fig 5-30).

3.2.3 When installing oil inlet pipe, add
suitable oil into oil inlet of turbo-charger, then
tighten oil inlet pipe(see Fig 5-31).

3.2.4 Keep the connecting tube of inlet intake
and exhaust pipe well without broken.
Tighten up with clip see Fig 5-23).

3.3 Main usage points for turbocharger
3.3.1 For a new or repaired turbocharger， turn the rotor with hand， move gear
freely without block and abnormal noise.
3.3.2 Start the engine alternatively 2-3 times by 3-5 seconds each times in order to make
floating bearing of turbocharger fill with oil. After the engine is started， let the engine run
at idle speed several minutes. Do not increase the speed until the turbocharger bearings
are enough lubricated. Pay attention to this in cold winter.
3.3.3 Do not shut off the engine suddenly when the engine is running. After stopping the
engine， let the engine run at middle speed for several minutes. Reduce the speed
gradually， and stop it.
3.3.4 API CF grade or CF above engine oil should be used. Replace filter element as
specified interval time.
3.3.5 Stop the engine， and find out the causes when oil pressure is less than 0.2 MPa.
3.3.6 Clean the air cleaner in time in order to prevent filter breakage or too big resistance，
and make sure the intake system is leak proof.
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Continuing to operate the engine is prohibited after air inlet pipes in the
turbo-charged system is breakage
Do not dismount and adjust the turbocharger by laypeople.
3.4 Inter-cooling System
GENERGY series engines use air-air, water-air intercooler technologies to cool the
compressed air from the turbocharger. The air-air intercooler is installed in the front of
the radiator and cooled by the air sucked by the radiator fan and wind facing the traveling
of intake air vehicle (see Fig 5-33). The temperature from the intercooler is reduced
greatly so that the dynamic and economic performances of the engine are all increased
and emissions and heat load of the engine are improved.
During operating the engine,
observe coolant pipeline if
any metal tube sealing-off,
damage, cracked hose or
loosen band. If any is
encountered retighten the
loose parts or replace the
damaged parts, eliminate
any leaks. Otherwise the
engine will not work properly.

4 Lubrication Systems
4.1 Pressure-splash lubrication is used for GENERGY series engines. Lubrication system can make the moving parts get good lubrication so as to reduce friction power loss
and parts excessive wear, and carry away heat and scraps caused by friction, and purify
the lubrication continuously (see Fig 5-34).
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4.2 Insert O -ring before
installing oil pump, coat some
oil on pump, tighten bolts, move
gear freely without block (see
Fig 5-35).

4.3 6N series engines install below type oil pump, put oil pump idle gear with
spindle with block ring into 1st bearing cover, tighten fix bolts. Install main
bearing cover on cylinder block. Insert O-ring into groove of support, fix support
with block.

There are different flows in different series engine models. Purchase
the correct oil pump according to the model on the nameplate or
consult with your local dealer.
4.4 According to purpose and
installation position, choose single
stage oil filter with paper element or
spin -on oil filter. When installing
filter element,
pay attention to gasket. Coat some
oil on sealing ring, tighten bolts well
(see Fig 5-36).

4.5 When oil pressure is up or blow
regulated values, may adjust
pressure through regulatory valve in
a small range. Turn in clockwise to
increase
pressure,
turn
in
anti-clockwise to reduce pressure
(see Fig 5-37).
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During normal operation, if finding oil pressure lower than regulated
limits, not only adjust regulatory valve to increase oil pressure, but also
need to find causes and remove faults.

4.6 In order to reduce oil temperature, may install many
kinds of oil coolers, install oil cooler firmly with attention to
seals or gasket without broken. Make sure the cooling pipes
without broken in order to keep out the failure caused by
leakage (see Fig 5-38).

4.7 The inner -oil cooler is used in four
cylinder diesel engines with double
-shaft balance system and 6N series
engines. Insert seals into seal grooves
of oil coolers. Align two oil orifices of
cover board with oil cooler, screw blots
and tighten them, install cover board
with gasket on cylinder block.
Retighten the belts from middle to each
side (see Fig 5-39).

5 Fuel Supply and Injection System
5.1 Injection pump is precision components, repairing and adjustment
can only be done by special persons on test bend. The connection
between the com-pensator in some turbocharged engines and intake
pipes should be installed firmly.
The Lubrications of some fuel injection pumps use the oil used in general
diesel engine. Oil pipes connected main oil gallery should be installed firmly.

5.2 Never disassemble lead sealing on the injection pump by the
customers
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5.3 GENERGY series engines use many kinds of injection pumps, such as ZHB, BP,
BB, AD, EP-9 and so on, but basically dismantling and installation methods are same.
This manual introduces general methods
and adjustment of fuel supply advance angle.
Before dismantling injection pump, open
inspection window, use cleaning cloth to scrape
oils on the gears, use a mark pen to make
marks on injection pump gear witch meshed
with idle gear. Do not turn the engine so as to
lead to troubled marks (see Fig 5-40). After
calibrating fuel injection pump, reinstall pump as
referred marks, and tighten bolts, then readjust
fuel supply advance angle.
5.4 Adjusting method: loose 1st
high pressure pipe, clear fuel on
delivery valve port, put control rod in
maximum fuel supply position, press
hand primer to let air in pipe out.
Turn engine slowly, when fuel
appears on delivery port, stop to
turn, observe finger on flywheel ring
to angle marks on flywheel housing
through inspection window, which is
advanced angle (see Fig 5-41).

5.5 If advanced angle is over
required ranges, first align finger to
required advanced angle mark,
loose four pump gear cover plate
bolts, turn injection pump with
sleeve spanner, increase advanced
angle clockwise, decrease angle
counter-clockwise.
Slowly
turn
engine to check fuel appear, then
stop turning, tighten cover bolts,
here advanced angle is correct
angle as required.

5.6 Fuel supply advance angles have a significant effect on the engine
performance. Adjust them according to relative contents in section 2 of
chapter 7.
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5.7 GENERGY series diesel engines use J series and P series injectors (see Fig 5-42).
The opening pressure of J series injectors is 19.6-20.8 MPa. The opening pressure of P
series injectors is 25-26.2MPa. Adjust or replace the matching parts on the test-bed by
professionals.
If injectors and its matching parts need to replace, keep the original injector model
consistently.

5.8 When installing injector, keep the
injector hole clean. Install copper seal gasket
at front end of injector， and then install the
injector into cylinder head carefully. Tighten
pressure plate screw firmly (see Fig
5-43).
Make sure the thickness of copper seal
gasket is the same if the copper seal gasket
needs to replace.

5.9 Replace the oil filter element
regularly as specified procedures. First of all,
close oil supply switch. Clean the oil and
dirty outside diesel fuel filter housing.
Remove the filter. Check the seal with filling
oil after new filter is installed. Do not use the
old element to avoid the faults due to injector
nozzle pair damaged (see Fig 5-44).
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6 Cooling System
6.1 Connect water pump with cylinder
block by bolts, after installing, move V-belt
pulley freely without block (see Fig 5-45).
During the operating, observe
if there is water leakage in drain
hole below the water pump body. If
water leakage is serious, replace
water block. The drain hole should
not be blocked in order to prevent
the bearing worn -out due to the
water block going into bearing.

Because the machining of the impeller and shell of water pump belongs to the
matching process, so water pump assembly must be replaced due to wear.

6.2 Fan and Belt
Make sure that cooling fan is
installed reliably. Check for cracks on the
fan. Replace damaged fan. Inspect the
v-belt. When finding out the cracks and
scratch, replace them.
Check the degree of the tightness of
the V- belts every working 50-60 hours.
Too tightening or loose can affect
cooling effects and shorten V-belt using
life. Press the V -belt between water
pump and generator by hand. The
deflection should be 10-15mm. Adjust
the degree of the tightness of the V-belt
by changing the position of the generator
pulley (see Fig 5-46).

Replace all the belts when changing. Do not use old and new one
or different brands together so as to avoid different elongation and influence
the efficiency of the cooling water pump.
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6.3 Thermostat
The Opening temperature of main valve in thermostat is 76±20C. The temperature
for thermostat full opening is 86±20C. The valve lift is 8〜10mm (see Fig 5-47).
After the engine is started, the coolant
flows out from water outlet when the coolant
temperature does not reach specified
temperature; or after the engine works for
some time， and the coolant temperature is
above 78℃, the coolant does not flows out
from water outlet， these mean that the
thermostat is defective，replace it.
Harvests need not to install the
thermostat due to hot temperature in
summer， nor does generator sets due to
working in closed environment

For the diesel engines with thermostat, do not dismount the thermostat during
operation, otherwise, it will influence the engine operation and shorten its
service life.
6.4 Radiator
6.4.1 Check leaks or damage of the radiator and
remove any trash or dirty
accumulating on the radiator daily. Clean or
repair it as necessary (see Fig 5-48).

For the tractors working in the farmland, remove any trash or dirty
accumulating on the radiator at any time.

During operating， the loss of the coolant should
be checked and added at any time. Additive
coolant should be clean soft water. After adding
let the engine start and run for some time. Check
the level of coolant again. Add some coolant
when needed (see Fig 5-49).
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Check the coolant level after the engine has been stopped. When the
temperature is too hot, do not open the radiator filler cap to prevent people
from scald.

6.4.3 Although soft water is used,
however after some period of time, a little
scale can be deposited in the cooling
system, which can have negative effect on
coolant circulation and heat exchange.
Remove the scales regularly (see Fig
5-50).
The contents in detail are listed in
section 5 of chapter 3.

When the ambient temperature is below 5℃ and the coolant is without
anti-freeze additives, open the water drain cock on the cylinder, radiator and
oil cooler to drain the cooling system after the engine has been stopped.

7 Electrical System
12V and 24V electrical system is available according to engine applications.
The engine is equipped with AC alternator and starter at shipping. The generator
governor, pre-heater and instrument sensors are optional.

7.1 Alternator
The purpose of the alternator is
to charge the battery and to supply
electrical power to other loads. JFZ
series
unit
alternator
(with
regulator), JF series alternator, JFW
series alternator are available. The
basic structure and principle of the
three alternators are the same.
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As a part of electrical system，the wiring between the alternator and other electrical
elements refer to the electrical diagram. Fig5-52 and Fig5-53 are principle and wiring
diagrams.

7.2 Alternator operation and maintenance
7.2.1 Do not use short circuit to check the alternator charging.
7.2.2 Use the negative earth. When using in parallel with batteries，pay attention to the
earth connection.
7.2.3 Remove the dirt on the alternator especially on the terminals regularly so as to
keep the terminals in proper connection.
7.2.4 Check the tension and wear of V-belt，and adjust it in time.
7.2.5 Maintain the alternator every 900-1000 working hours or every 30000-40000 km
of the vehicle. Clean the bearings with gasoline, kerosene is forbidden. Add No.3
complex calcium base grease or No.4 high temperature grease to the bearings. The
quantity is about 1/3-1/2 of the bearing chamber.
7.2.6 When the engine is stopped, turn the start switch to "OFF" position to prevent
electric current coming from the battery into the magnetic field winding (see K switch in
Fig5-53).
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7.3 Starter
The function of the starter is to
start the engine. 12 V and 24V
starters are available. The starter
consists of DC motor, magnetic
switch and free -wheeling clutch.
The starter is connected with main
electrical system by the magnetic
switch.
The starter is shown in Fig
5-54.

7.4 Usage Notice for Starter
7.4.1 The battery should be installed as soon as possible nearby the starter so
as to reduce line drop.
7.4.2 The time of startup must be restricted in 10 seconds. If the engine does not
start, wait for 2 minutes. Start it again. It is prohibited to start the engine for a
long time or start the engine continuously.
7.4.3 If the magnetic switch will not return automatically after the engine is
started, which means the key is released from the starting position but the starter
continues running, turn off the main electrical power switch to look for the
causes.

Do not allow to operate the starter by using short circuit.
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8 Sensor Interface
8.1 Oil pressure sensor :oil
pressure
sensor
is
connected
with
the
detecting instruments, and
installed in the main oil
gallery on left side of
cylinder body.

8.2 Oil pressure alarm: optional
device. Oil pressure alarm is
connected with the oil
pressure
alarming system, and installed in the
main oil gallery on left side of
cylinder body (see Fig 5-55).

8.3 Water temperature sensor:
water
temperature
sensor
is
connected with the detecting instruments, and installed on the
thermostat housing (see Fig 5-56).
8.4 Oil temperature sensor: optional
equipment. Oil temperature sensor
is connected with the detecting
instruments, and installed on the oil
sump (see Fig 5-57).
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Chapter 6 Troubleshooting
When the engine has some faults, you should remove them. If the engine
works with faults, it will not only result in low power, low efficiency, but also in
excessive parts abrasion, and even machine damage.
The items marked with " ★" in troubleshooting table are the fault which may happen
to the electronic injection diesel engine, but for the engine without electronic injection, it
doesn't matter.
The common malfunctions are: hard to start, running rough, low power, abnormal
running sound, abnormal smoke low oil pressure, over -heated coolant, automatic shut
down, running-away and so on.
When the engine has some faults, you should remove them. If the engine works with
faults, it will not only result in low power, low efficiency, but also in excessive parts abrasion, and even machine damage.
For removing the faults as soon as possible, the following procedures are suggested:
(1) Before removing the faults, you had better understand the features and details of
faults such as the load, ambient temperature and altitude and other conditions.
(2) Analyze the faults carefully.
(3) Consider the relationship between the faults and the relevant engine system and
parts.
(4) Review the latest service or repair and make a careful check.
(5) Remove the faults from the most easy ones.
(6) Find out the causes and remove them.
(7) Start the engine, make sure the faults have been eliminated.

Some of the typical faults and their elimination methods are as follows:
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1. Engine hard to start
CAUSE
1. Engine hard to start

SOLUTION

1 Low battery

Recharge battery

2 Bad electrical contact

Remove all contact

3 Starter gear does not engage with the

Find out the causes and correct the,

flywheel ring gear
2.

Malfunction of fuel supply system

1 Fuse burn *

Change fuse

2 Fuel tank without fuel

Add Fuel

3 Jams in outlet pipes

Clean and make it smoothly

4 Air in the fuel system

Bleed the system

5 Jams in the fuel pipes or fuel filter

Clean the fuel pipes, and change filter.

6 Poor quality fuel injection or low injection

Clean and repair the injectors

pressure
7 Loose connectors in electrical equipment*

Fasten connectors

8 Abnormal power supply of ECU controller*

Check supply circuit of ECU controller

9 Low engine temperature

Use winter lubrication and fuel switch electrical
heater

10 Incorrect Installing gap of cam speed sensor

Adjust installing gap of cam speed sensor or

or sensor damaged*

replace sensor

11 Power supply of cam and crankshaft speed

Replace cam and crankshaft speed sensors or

sensors or temperature pressure sensor is

temperature sensors.

shorted to ground*
12 Fault diagnosis switch is turned on before

Turn OFF fault diagnosis switch, and resupply

starting*

power to make it return

13 ECU controller damage*

Replace ECU controller

14 Back pressure Valve damage*

Replace back pressure valve

3. Low compression pressure in cylinder
1 Piston ring worm out

Replace piston ring

2 Valve leakage

Check and rub valve

4. Low ambient temperature
5. Jam in air cleaner

Use preheater
Check, clean or change air filter

2 Running rough
CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Air or water in fuel system

Bleed the system and check water content in the
diesel fuel
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2 Malfunction fuel transfer pump

Repair or replace the transfer pump

3 Valve spring break or improper valve

Replace valve spring and readjust the valve

clearance

clearance

4 Gas leakage

Replace cylinder head gasket

3 Lack of engine power
CAUSE
1. 1. Turbocharged system
1 Leaks in inlet pipe of turbocharger
2 Leaks in exhaust pipe of turbo charged
3 Turbocharger works abnormally

2.

Find out leaks in pipes and tubes of turbocharger
ad intercooler, and correct them
Replace gaskets. Find out leaks and correct them
Check

2. Fuel supply system
1 Fuel pipes and fuel filter throttled
2 Water in fuel
3 Injector Damaged
4 bad contact between connector and pressure
temperature sensor or sensor damaged*
5 Injection pump performance reduction or
does not work
6 Scrap iron if absorbed by crankshaft speed
sensor*
7 Poor contact in throttle sensor or sensor
damaged*
8 Low temperature result in throttle without
output*

3. Air cleaner blocked
4. Muffler Blocked
5. Low pressure cylinder
1Valve spring breaks
2 Incorrect valve clearance
3 Valve leakage
4 Piston ring soot or worn-out

4

Clean fuel pipes and filter or replace filter element
Drain out the water and change fuel
Repair or replace
Check pressure sensor connector or replace
supercharged pressure sensor
Adjust flow coefficient or replace injection pimp
Remove scrap iron on crankshaft speed sensor
Plug in and pull out the connector again or replace
throttle
Wait for engine warm-up
Clean or replaced air filter
Clean muffler
Replace valve spring
Adjust valve clearance
Rub Valve
Clean soot or replace piston ring

Abnormal noises

CAUSE

SOLUTION

Excessive clearance between piston and cylinder
result in know sound in the cylinder after engine
start and it will go less with engine warm-up.
2 Excessive clearance between piston pin and
small end bushing of connecting rod result in clear
know on the top cylinder at low speed
3 Excessive Valve clearance result in rhythmical
know at valve cover
4 excessive valve clearance of connecting rod
bearing shell or main bearing, there are clash
noise at low speed
5 turbo charged noise

Replace piston or cylinder liner

6 driver gear noise
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SOLUTION

Replace small end bushing of connecting rod

Adjust valve clearance
Replace main bearing or connecting rod
bearing shell
Look for friction between impellers and the
housing of turbocharged or compressor.
Replace gears.

5

Black smoke

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Engine overload
2bad fuel spraying
3 Leakage at the connection of turbocharger
and the intake pipe or exhaust pipe.
4 Turbocharger failure
5 Transient state switch without opening*
6 Scrap iron in absorbed on crankshaft speed
sensor*
7 ECU control procedure is not compatible*

Reduce engine load
Check or replace injector
Look for the leaks and correct them

8 defective intercooler
9 Air cleaner blocked

6

Replace turbocharger
Turn on transient state switch
Remove scrap iron on crankshaft speed sensor
Replace ECU control procedure or ECU control
unit
Clean intercooler or repair fan
Check, clean or replace filter element

White smoke

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Low ambient temperature
2 Low coolant temperature or water in cylinder

Warm up engine with low load
Warm up coolant, find out the sources of water in
cylinder and correct them
Repair or replace injector
Remove scrap iron on crankshaft speed sensor

3 poor fuel spraying or leaks
4 Scrap iron is absorbed on crankshaft speed
sensor
5 Water in fuel
6 Cylinder score

7

Wash fuel tank and filter change fuel
Repair or replace piston and cylinder and cylinder
lines

Blue smoke

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Poor fuel spraying
2 piston ring installed upside down
3 Piston ring worn-out

Repair or replace injector
Reinstall piston ring
Replace piston ring

8

Lack of Oil Pressure
Never operate the engine when engine oil pressure is too low Whenever when
engine oil pressure is too low, stop the engine immediately. Find out the
causes and correct them
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CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Oil sensor gauge or sensor damaged
2 Low levels in oil sump
3 Oil screen, oil filter plugged or bypass valve
stick
4 Main relief valve failure
5 leaks in oil inlet or outlet pipe of turbocharger
6 Excessive clearance at connecting-rod
bearing, crankshaft bearing and camshaft
bearing
7Damaged or wear-out oil pump
8 Improper engine oil

Replace gauge or sensor, check connect lines
Add oil to specified level
Clean Oil screen, adjust or replace by pass valve

9

Adjust or replace relief valve
Look for the leaks, tighten or replace oil pipe
Replace bearing

Find our causes and correct them
Change with correct engine oil and find out t the
causes

Coolant is too hot
When the coolant in engine radiator is bolting, do not stop the engine
immediately or add cold water in it. To avoid cylinder liner damage, the
speed should be reduced, and keep the engine run at low speed until
the coolant temperature becomes lower. Then stop the engine to find
out the causes.
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CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Damaged coolant temperature gauge or
sensor
2 Excess fuel injections quantity
3 Overload
4 Low coolant level,
5 V-belt loose
6 Damaged thermostat
7 Series scale deposited in the war jacket of
cylinder head or block
8Damaged cylinder lines 0-ring, leaks in
cooling system
9 Intercooler or radiator is too dusty
10 Damage water pump

Check and replace coolant temperature gauge or
sensor
Check or replace fuel injection pump (or readjust)
Reduce load
And coolant
Adjust V belt tension
Replace thermostat
Scour out the jacket and clean cooling system
Replace sealing ring or correct leaks
Clean intercooler or radiator
Check or replace water pumps

10 Engine stalls abruptly
CAUSE

SOLUTION

1. Engine stalls abruptly and crankshaft can be cranked
1 Engine Overload
Reduce loads and restart engine
2 Fuel tank without fuel
Add fuel to fuel tank
3 Air in fuel tank without fuel
Bleed the system
4 Clogged fuel supply system
Clean fuel supply system
5 Air cleaner clogged
Lean or replace filter element
6 Short circuit caused by damage sensor
Replace sensor
7 Loose plug of can speed sensor
Check cam speed sensor plug or replace sensor
8 Damaged controller ECU
Replace ECU controller
9 Coolant temperature is hot
Check cooling system
10 Damaged wiring harness
Replace wiring harness
11Impurity adsorbed on cam sensor
Clean impurity on sensor
12 Ground connecting is bad
Connect each line well
2. Engine stalls abruptly and can not be cranked
1 crankshaft and bearing stuck
Check crankshaft and bearing, repair or replace
the,
2 Piston and cylinder liner stuck
Replace piston and cylinder

11 Runaway
When runaway happens, try to stop the engine immediately. The general way
is as follows: stop the engine and cut off fuel and air supply so as to avoid
personal injury or machine damage. When runaway happens on tractors,
vehicles and construction machinery except the measures mentioned above,
depress the brake pedal to stall the engine. However never depress clutch
pedal.

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Controller ECU works abnormally*
2 Injection pump works abnormally
3 Throttle line failure (including whole vehicle)*
4 Pre-heater failed, much fuel in intake pipe
5 Incorrect oil or too much oil in oil bath air filter

Replace or repair ECU controller
Replace or repair injection pumps
Check throttle line
Replace pre-heater, clean up fuel in intake pipe
Change with correct oil, set oil level to specified
level, and wash intake pipe and intake passage.
Drain out excessive oil, and clean air intake pipe

6 Excessive oil in oil sump

12 Lack of power, higher fuel consumption due to excessive wear
The sealing in the air inlet pipeline should be frequently checked. If any leak
happens, find out the causes and remove them immediately to avoid lack of
power or excessive wear.
Turbocharged engines should use ADI CF grade oil. Common oil is
prohibited. When changing oil, do not mix with used oil or other brands oil.
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CAUSE

SOLUTION

1 Parts excessive worm out due to incorrect oil

Clean oil sump and oil filter, replace element, add
specified oil, and replace worn components.
Same as above

2 Cylinder liner, piston ring and bearing
damaged due to not changing oil for a long time
or use incorrect oil
3 Injector pair wear pugged
4 Parts seriously worn out due to damage air
filter
5 Piston, cylinder liner, piston ring seriously
worm out due to leaks or others trouble in air
intake system

Replace or clean injector pair
Replace element or air cleaner, replace parts as
necessary
Find the causes and correct them, replacer parts
as necessary

13 Low air pressure or oil leaks of air compressor
CAUSE
1 Low air pressure
1 Soot on intake or exhaust valve or diaphragm
broken or too weak
2 Loose cylinder head bolts or leaks at valve seat
gasket
3 Safety valve can not close completely
4 Air filter plugged
5 Leaks or pugged at the pipe connection
2Too much lubrication oil consumed
1 Cylinder lines or piston ring worn out
2 Oil return orifice plugged, or high oil level
3 Leaks on joint surface
1 loose fastener
2 Damaged gaskets.

SOLUTION
Replace diaphragm, rub valve seat and remove
soot
Retighten bolt and replace gasket
Clean safety valve, remove dirt at air intake or
exhaust port and replace spring
Clean air filter
Tighten nuts, remove soot or dirt
Replace cylinder liner or piston ring
Clean oil sump and oil return orifice
Tighten bolt
Replace gaskets

14 Alternator faults
CAUSE
1 Alternator does not work
Electrical wire broken, short circuit, improper
connection or wire connected wrong
2 Loose claw pole, rotor winding broken,
damaged rectifier bridge, bad brush connect
3 Low regulator voltage, wire connects
incorrectly, contact point burn or oxidated, relay
winding burn.
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SOLUTION
Connect wire tightly and correctly
Repair and replace components as necessary
Repair and preplace component necessary

CAUSE
2 Undercharge
1 Damaged rectifier bridge, bad brush connect,
weaken spring, loose terminal or improper
contact
2 Low regulator voltage, connect point burn
3 Insufficient battery electrolyte, obsolete battery
3 Unsteady charging
1 Loose V-Belt, bad brush connect, weaken
spring, loose terminal or improper contacts
2 Dirty regulator contactor
4 Abnormal noise
1 Alternator improperly installed
2 Damaged bearing, friction between stator and
rotor, or stator winding short circuit.
5 Charging current is too high
1High regulator voltage or regulator failed
2 Brush runs into rectifier or short circuit with
armature, Current output goes directly to
excitation coil which result in un controllable
voltage
6 Alternator damaged
1 Rectifier element short circuit or friction
between stator and rotor
2 Damaged regulator
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SOLUTION
Tighten V-Belt, adjust brush and spring, screw
down terminals
Repair and replace regulator
Add specified electrolyte or replace battery
Tighten V-belt, adjust brush and spring, screw
down terminals
Clean regulator contact point
Re-install alternator as necessary
Repair or replace alternator

Repair regulator
Repair alternator

Repair alternator, replace if necessary
Repair regulator or replace if necessary

Chapter 7 Main Data of Maintenance

1 Main torque specifications
The torque specifications of GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N series engine are listed in the
table 7-1.

Name

Cylinder head set
bolts
(common gasket)

Table7-1 Torque Specifications
Torque
N.m

natural-aspirated
turbocharged
engine

Name

Torque
N.m

196-206
Main bearing bolts
220-230
Connecting-rod bolts

Cylinder head set
bolts
( metal gasket)

natural-aspirated
turbocharged
engine

220-230

Flywheel securing bolts

250-260

2 Main adjustment specifications
2.1 Valve clearance
The Valve clearances of GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N series diesel engine are listed in
the table 7-2

Table7-2 Valve clearances of GENERGY LR-R, A, B, M, N Series Diesel Engines
Valve

Clearance/ mm

Valve

Clearance/mm

Air intake valve

0.30-0.40

Exhaust valve

0.40-0.50

2.2 Needle-valve opening pressure: P series: 25~26.2 MPa; J series: 19.6~20.8MPa
2.3 Piston-to-head clearance: 1.1±0.1 mm
2.4 Fuel supply advance angle (static state): For tractors and construction machinery: 20o±1o
For vehicles (with auto fuel supply advanced angle adjuster): 15o±1o
For vehicles (without auto fuel supply advanced angle adjuster): 22o±1o
For some engines with electric control or higher rank configuration, fuel
supply advance angles are subject to change, please consult with the host
manufacturer in detail.
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Chapter 8 Main Technical Specifications

1 Instruction to specifications table
With the continuous advancement of technology, in order to fully meet customer's
requirements on engine usage, the original establishment rules of GENERGY LR-R, A,
B, M, N series engines model spectrum do not meet the actual application. The specification tables in this manual are organized according to new model spectrum, and some
explanation for specific parameter is gave. The illustrative items marks with*, and which
corresponds to the parameters in specification table.
*1,Model: for some engines, new and origin model are listed at the same time, for
new developed engines, new models are only listed. There are the same meanings
among corresponding models in table. The suffix part of the model represents the
practical application area, but it is not listed in specification table. In general condition,
the letter in the suffix part shows application field of the engine, for example, the letter Q
represents the engine is used for vehicles, the letter T represents the engine is used for
tractors, the letter G represents the engine is used for construction machinery, the letter
D represents the engine is used for generator sets, the letter C represents the engine is
used for marines.
.*2. Power range; minimum power in power ranges means the power when the
engine adopts natural -aspirated technology and runs at the speed of 1500r/min, maximum power means the power when the engine adopts turbocharged or turbocharged
intercooled air intake technology and runs at the speed of 2400r/min. Of course, for different application conditions, some models may be not adequate for low speed running
and turbocharged-intercooled air intake technology.
*3. Speed range: the choice of the speed is decided by application areas. In
general condition, the speed of the engine used for power generation and marines is
less than 2000 r/min, the speed of the engine used for other application areas is 2000
r/min to 2400 r/min. Of course, this also depends on the choice of manufacturer in
actual application conditions.
*4. Torque reserve ratio: it is not suitable for some engines, such as generator sets
and marines.
*5. Lowest fuel consumption: lowest fuel consumption is obtained when the engine
adopts higher configuration, which is different from that of the engine with lower configuration. Meanwhile lowest fuel consumption is also affected by actual environment.
*6. Emission standard: emission data is obtained when the engine adopts higher
rank configuration, the engine with lower rank configuration will not meet this index.
*7. Infrastructure weight: the natural -aspirated diesel engine is used as a reference. For the engines working in different application areas or with higher configuration,
the structure weigh should be accordingly increased. For an example, when your
engine installs any exterior component, such as turbocharger, air intercooler, sea-water
exchanger, radiator etc., this will make the weight of the engine become bigger.
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2 Other instruction
2.1 For natural -aspirated engines, the altitude in normal operation is not
above 2000m (at the altitude of 2000m, the engine will have a power
reduction). When the engine works at more than 2000m above sea level,
please choose plateau type turbocharged diesel engines.
2.2 Due to continuous improvements, specifications are subject to change
without notice.

GENERGY LR-R.A.B.M.N Series Engines
Random Spare Parts Packing List
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Part Name
Flood pipe union screw gasket
Injector gasket
Aluminum gasket
Oil filter
Drive belt
Oil-filter wrench

Quantity.
4
2
4
1
2
1

7

GENERGY LR Diesel Engine Operation & Maintenance
Manual

1

8

GENERGY LR Series Diesel Engine Random Spare Parts
Packing List

1

9

GENERGY LR Series Diesel Engines Warranty Card

1

Notice: the model in this list is basic engine model. Random spare parts are
different due to different engine models.
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GENERGY LR-R，A，B，M，N Series Diesel Engines Wearing Parts
List
No.

68

Model

Name

1

Based on specific models

Cylinder head gasket

2

Based on specific models

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models

Sealing gasket, cylinder head
hood
Push rod cap gasket

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models
Based on specific models

Notes

All Metal gasket
All Non-Metal gasket
1st compression
2nd compression
Inner sustain oil ring
Piston
Cylinder liner
Thrust shell(top), bearing
Thrust shell(bottom), bearing
Thrust shell(top),main bearing
Thrust shell(bottom),main
bearing
Shell,
connecting rod
Injector matching parts
Injector plunger pair
Oil seal
Waterproof ring
Wet Cylinder block
Temperature Sensor
Speed Sensor
Pressure Sensor
Various oil pipe
drive belt
Ribbed
The use of specific
models
Diesel filter element
Two-stage Fuel filter
Oil filter element
Oil filter element
Alternator
Turbocharger
Starter
Air Compressor Installation
Assy
Hydraulic
pump
Harness

POLIGONO INDUSTRIAL NEINVER, CALAHORRA (LA RIOJA)
CONTACTO INFORMAÇÕES
INFO@SG-GROUP.ES
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